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 What We’ll Cover 

• Writing theory 

• Structure 

• Readability 

• Common grammatical problems 



 Some Writing Theory… 



        
   

The Importance of Writing 

If you don’t write about/publish your work, 
it is as if you never did it! 

(If a tree falls in a forest and no one is there to 
hear it, does it make a sound?) 



 

  

  

  
  
  

   
  

The Importance of Good Writing 

• You want your writing get published 

• You want your writing to be read 

• You want your writing to be understood 
– For the good of your field 
– For the good of your reputation 
– For the good of your career (impressive papers 

help you get jobs!) 



    
 

 

 
  

  

  

  

Entering the Conversation 

• Think of all the work that has been done in your 
field as a “conversation” 

• Each researcher/writer has contributed 
something (an “argument”) to this dialogue 

• What you write (your argument) is in some way a 
response to what someone else has said 
– you disagree, you’re agreeing but adding new

evidence, etc. 

• Academic writing = persuasive writing! 

Adapted from They Say, I Say by Graff & Birkenstein 



   

     
 

   
    

  
    
   

  

“They say _____; I say _____.” 

• Present your ideas as a response to some 
other person or group 

• If your own argument doesn't identify the 
"they say" that you're responding to, then it 
probably won't make sense 

• (It is what others are saying and thinking that 
motivates our writing and gives it a reason for 
being) 

Adapted from They Say, I Say by Graff & Birkenstein 



   
   

Activity 

• Think about a paper you’re writing now 
(or a project you’re working on) 

• Write down your argument 
– “They say ….” 
– “I say….” 



Structure 



 

 

  

Science Paper Structure 
(follows classical scientific method) 

• Question 

• Hypothesis 

• Methods: Experiment to test hypothesis 

• Results of experiment 

• Conclusion: accept or reject hypothesis 



 

     

Engineering Paper Structure 
(subtly different) 

• Question → Problem 

• Hypothesis → Proposed solution 

• Experiment → Evaluation of proposed solution 

• Results → Analysis 

• Conclusion → Conclusion 

Adapted from “How to Read an Engineering Paper” by W. G. Griswold 



 
  

 
   

  
  

  

 
  

Introduction/Background 
• Contextualize 
– What is the big picture? 
– What problem are you trying to solve? 
– Why is it important? 
– What work has been done by others in the past that leads

up to your work? (literature review) 
– How does your work fit within the context of the broader

conversation? 
– How is your work the natural next step? 
– “They say _____; I say _____.” 

• Consider your audience 
• Explicitly state your argument 



 
   

 

  
 

Methods 

• Describe your methods/experiments/ 
procedures/test benches/etc. to the level of 
detail such that a reader can replicate your 
results 

• Avoid vague statements like “We used graph 
theory followed by convex optimization.” 
(How? To do what? Why?) 



  

      

   
  

Discussion/Conclusion 

• Contextualize again 
– How do these results relate back to the big 

picture? 
– What are the contributions of this work? Why is it 

important? 
– What are the future directions of this research? 
– What questions are you left with? 
– What is the takeaway message from this paper? 



   
 

  
      

   
    

   
   

   
  

  

    

Abstract 
• Should include 

– Statement that places your work in context 
– Brief description of methods 
– Main results 
– Main conclusions 

• Aim for informative, not descriptive 
– “Conclusions as to the effectiveness of this method of carbon 

monoxide monitoring are given, together with suggested
recommendations for future air quality sampling programmes.” 

vs. 
– “We concluded that the methods were effective in measuring the 

spatial distribution of carbon monoxide, estimating commuter
exposure, and assessing the effectiveness of fixed-site monitors. 
An on-road monitoring programme is recommended as a
supplement to the present system of monitoring air quality.” 

Adapted from “Writing for Science and Engineering” by H. Silyn-Roberts 



Example 
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A Low-Power Integrated Circuit for a Wireless 
100-Electrode Neural Recording System 

Reid R. Harriso n, Member, IEEE, Paul T. Watkins, Student Member, IEEE, an J. Kier, Student Member, IEEE, 
Robert 0. Lovejoy, Daniel J. Black, Student Member, IEEE, Bradley reger, Member, IEEE, and 

Florian Solzbach er, Member, IEEE 

Abstract-R ecent work in field of neur oprosthetics has demon
stra ted that by observing th e simultane ous activity of many neu
rons in specific regions of the bra in, it is possible to pr odu ce con
tro l signals that a llow animals or humans to drive cur sors or pr os
thetic limbs directly thr ough thou ghts . As neur oprosthetic devices 
tran sition from experimental to clinical use, there is a need for 
fully-implanta ble amplification and telemetry electronics in close 
pr oximity to the recordin g sites. To add ress these needs, we devel
oped a pr ototype integra ted circuit for wireless neura l recordin g 
from a JOO-channe l microelectrod e arra y. The design of both the 
system-level architectur e and the ind ividual circuits were driven by 
severe power constra ints for small implantable devices; chroni cally 
heating tissue by only a few degrees Celsius leads to cell death . Due 
to the high data rate produced by JOO neura l signals, the system 
must perform data reduction as well. We use a combinat ion of a 
low-power ADC and an arra y of "spike detectors" to reduce the 
tran smitted data rate while preserving cr itica l informat ion. Th e 
complete system receives power and commands (at 6.5 kb/s) wire
lessly over a 2.64-MHz inductive link and tran smits neura l data 
back at a data rate of 330 kb/s using a fully-integra ted 433-MHz 
FSK tra nsmitt er. Th e 4.7 X 5.9 2 01111 chip was fabr icated in a 
0.5-µm 3M2P CMOS process and consumes 13.5 mW of power. 
While cross-chip interference limits perform ance in single-chip op
era tion, a two-chip system was used to record neura l signals from 
a Utah Electrode Arra y in cat cortex and tran smit the digitized sig
nals wirelessly to a receiver. 

in the brain. These 
serted into the cerebr 
of nearby nerve cell 
using stereotyped vo 
spikes. Each spike h 
ti ve to the ex trace II t 
When observed using an extracellular microelectrode a few tens 
of microns away, a potential of 50- 500 µY can be detected. (In
tracellular penetrating electrodes can measure the entire 100 m V 
signal, but result in cell death within a few minutes and are 
thus not feasible for chronic implants.) A typical neuron gener
ates 10- 100 spikes per second when active. Resting or "sponta
neous" activity of neurons ranges up to 1- 10 spikes per second. 

By observing the action potentials of many neurons in partic
ular regions of the brain responsible for motor plarrning or con
trol, it is possible to gather enough information to predict hand 
trajectories in real time during reaching tasks in awake behaving 
primates [3]- [5]. In a training stage, nettral activity is monitored 
while an animal performs various reaching tasks or other limb 
movements. Hand or limb movements are carefully monitored 
and correlated with the simultaneous nettral data. Once the cor
relation between hand movement and neural activity has been 

l!!!I'~"""'""'""'""""""""~, """'""""""""""""'!l'I"'!""'"_. 

Title: Detailed 
description of what 
was designed 
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Setting the stage 

Identifying a need 
Proposed solution 

Design constraints 

Brief results 



I. INTRODUCTION 

I N THE PAST decade, neuroscientists and clinicians have 
begun to use implantable MEMS multielectrode arrays (e.g., 

[l ], [2]) to observe the simultaneous activity of many neurons 
in the brain. These silicon-based electrode structures are in
serted into the cerebral cortex and observe the electrical activity 
of nearby nerve cells. Neurons communicate with one another 
using stereotyped voltage pulses known as action potentials or 
spikes. Each spike has an amplitude of around 100 mV (rela
tive to the extracellular fluid) and a duration of around 250 1.1,s. 
When observed using an extracellular microelectrode a few tens 
of microns away, a potential of 50- 500 1.1, V can be detected. (ln
tracell u Jar penetrating electrodes can measure the entire l 00 m V 
signal, but result in cell death within a few nlinutes and are 
thus not feasible for chronic implants.) A typical neuron gener
ates l 0- 100 spikes per second when active. Resting or "sponta
neous" activity of neurons ranges up to 1- 10 spikes per second. 

By observing the action potentials of many neurons in partic
ular regions of the brain responsible for motor planning or con
trol, it is possible to gather enough information to predict hand 
trajectories in real time during reaching tasks in awake behaving 
primates [3]- [5]. In a training stage, neural activity is monitored 
while an animal performs various reaching tasks or other limb 

Background 
(2 paragraphs) 



 

 
  

 
 

Currently. data i, !\'Corded from implanted rnultil'kclrod c 
array, 

, 
u,in!! ' bundles or line wire, that tether !ht' array 

, 
lo a 

,kull-n1uu11tcd connector: all electronic, fur amplification and 
!\'curding is external lo till' body. Thi, p1\'-..enh lh1\'C majo r 
barrier, lo the dc, ·cluprncnt of praelical !lt'Uropro,thctic de
, ice,: I) the tran,cutancuus connector provide, a path ror 
infection: 2) l'Xtcrnal noi,t' and intcrfl'ring signal-.. ca,ily couple 

to the wi1\'s con\\'ying weak neural signal-..(< 500 l'Y) rron 
high-irnpeda!lCt' electrode,<> 100 kit al I kHz): and 3) !he 
connector and exll'rnal ckclrunic, a1\' typically large and bulk: 
corn )at\'d lo the ~5 n1n1 electrode arravs. To elim inate tnese 
problems, data from the implanted electrodes should be trans
n1itted out of the body wirelessly. \Vireless !lt'Ural recording 
,y,ll'llls from !ht' 1990, \\\'re built from di,c1\'lt' rnoduk, 171. 
while more recent \\·ircle,s ,v,tcrn, ha\\' utilized an inlcrraled . ' 
circuit fur arnplillcation and sc, cral off-chip con1po!lt'nh ror 
po,\t'r rcctilicalion I 8 I. Recently. a batll'I) '-puwc1\'d ,y,ll'lll 
utili1ing an IC \\·ith an off-chip inductor wa, lhl'd lo 1\'curd 
and lra11,n1it neural ,1r11als from an animal usinr anak>!! F\1 

llJI. ' ' ' 
rnodulaliun (Also ,cc 191 for a thorough l\'\ 'it'\\. of p1\'V1ou, 
\\·irclcss biopolt'nlial !\'curding sy,tcnl'-.) 

Problems with 
current state of the 
art 

Literature review: 
How others have 
attempted to 
address these 
problems 



Wireless neural recording 1\'qui1'l''- electronics at the 
recording site to amplify, condition, and digitize the neural 
signals from each electrode. Ideally, these circuits -.,flould 

bt' powered wirelessly since rechargeable batteries are rela-
tively large and have limited lifetimes. Low power operation 
( ~ 10 mW) i" c-.,,cnlial for any small in1planted electronics as 
elevated temperatures can easily kill the neurons one is trying 
to observe. 

\Ve arc developing a wireless, fully-implantable neural 
recording system to facilitate neuroscience research and neuro-
prosthetic applications (see Fig. 1 ). The system is based on the 
Utah Electrode Array (UEA), a l0x 10 aJTay of platinum-tipped 
silicon extracellular electrodes [2]. This paper describes the de
velopment of a nuxed-signal integrated circuit (first presented 
in [ 1 0]) that will be flip-chip bonded to the back of the Utah 
Array. This chip will directly connect to all 100 electrodes, 
amplify the neural signals from each electrode, digitize spikes 
and a selected waveforn1, and transmit the information over an 
RF link. Power will be delivered to a 5-mm coil mounted on 
the back of the chip using an inductive link. The entire device 
will be coated in parylene and silicon carbide to protect it from 
internal body fluids. 

I I 
•-___________ _ 

I I ___________ .. 

Design constraints 

Proposed solution 



 

 

 

 

5-mm power/data 
off chip receiving coil ____ ••• __ -- -- - - -- - - -

(2.64 MHz ASK) : - -------- ----- --------- on chip 
channel select 

:··-------------' 

threshold 
select 

Rect ifier , 
Voltage 

regulat or, 
Clock and 
command 
recovery 

10 x 10 Neura l 
Amplifier Arra y 

with Spike 
Detectors 

Dig ita l 
contr oller 

tector 

10-bit 
charge 

redistribu tion 
ADC 

., 
Data ~ .------, 

interleaver, ·~ 
Parity bit 

generator 

10 

spike detector 
row 

RF data 
transmitter 

470-µm data 
transmit co il 

(433 MHz FSK) 

_L __ ,-,_..,._,-, __ ..,._..,. __ ,-,_..,._,-, __ ..,._..,. __ ..,._..,. __ ,-,_'.H tputs ---------------------------------------------------------------L.--------

Top-level system 
description 

Detailed 
descriptions of 
individual 
components of 
system (contains 
some results) 

Body 
II. System Design 
III. Wireless…Transmission 
IV. Spike  Recording and Detection 
V. FSK Data  Transmission 

Section III 

Section V 

Section IV 

VI. Wireless Recording from Cortex 



 

 
 

Vil. C ONCLUSION 

The complete !NI 1 chip oissipatc:--13.5 m\V of power when 
the unregulated DC voltage is at its minimum allowable level 
of 3.55 V. <Since the cfliciency or linear voltage regulators de
creases with higher unregulated voltage. it is dc:--irable to op
erate at the lowest allowable coil voltage: at 3.55 V. the regulator 
consumes about 7/J, of the total system power.) The FS K trans
miller consumes soq or this power. and the low-noi:--c neural 
:--ignal amplil1ers consume 3oq with all ampliflcrs powered up. 
The transmiller power could be reduced by using a process with 

a thick-metal option to increase inductor Q. !\'loving to a more 
advanced process with smaller reaturc size and lower threshold 
voltages would also reduce power consumption by allowing the 
chip to operate at a lower supply voltage. 

As discussed in the previous section. interrcrcncc between 
digital and analog subsystems of our chip currently limits per
formance. \Vhile an SOI technology would allow for better iso
lation. we do not believe that substrate coupling is the dom
inant factor in the interference we observe. Fully-differential 
dc:--ign or the amplil1ers and ADC would likely reduce the im
pact of digital interference. but space limitations imposed by the 
-i00-11m electrode pitch prevented us rrom using fully-differen
tial circuits in thc:--c chips. 

I I Summarizes results 

Acknowledges 
limitations of their 
approach and 
possible ways these 
limitations could be 
addressed 



 
 

The design or any implantable neural recording device for 
neuroprosthetic application~ is driven by two dominant !'actors. 
First, the system is severely limited in its power dissipation due 
to tissue heating concerns. Second, large amounts of continu
ously streaming data must e transmitted wireJesscy out oLtbe 
body with very little latency. The~e two concerns dictate almo~ 
every a~ eel of circuit and svstem-lcvel design. Power limita
tions strongly suggest that the implanted device perform only 
the minimum required functions of amplification, data reduc
tion and/or compression, and telemetry; any additional compu
tation is best performed outside the body where size and heat 
dissi ation is not as much of a concern. Fulllrc neural recordino
systcms may use specialized circuits to isolate and record LFR 
energy [ 25 l or perhaps perform spike sorting-di~tinguishing 
between several distinct neurons recorded by a single elcctrod' 
on the ba~is or their action otcntial sha e~ 3-+ . 35 . dding 
spike sorting does improve the accuracy of neuroprosthetic con
trol somewhat, but at a substantial cost in terms of system com
plexity. A "middle ground" approach such as transmitting a 
small number of spike "features" and then clustering the spikes 
on the basis of these extracted features using external computa
tional power may be the best solution when ower is taken into 
account. 1'11/hatever the solution to these problems. the 11cld o 

for inteo-ratcd cir-

Taking a step back; 
Looking to the 
future 



   

 

Readability 

“People won’t read what they can’t read.” 

Adapted from “Readability Counts” by D. Burman et al. 



 

 

 

 

Readability… 

• shortens review time, 

• improves the odds of acceptance, 

• increases the readership, 

• enhances the author’s reputation. 

Adapted from “Readability Counts” by D. Burman et al. 



    

 
    

   

  

Tips for Improving Readability 

• Tell a story! 
• Be concise and efficient 
– use the minimum number of words necessary to make 

your point 
• Say things in the simplest way possible 
– don’t use big words, excessive technical jargon, or

long, complicated sentences just to sound smart 
• Eliminate jargon 
– try to explain things such that a non-expert can 

understand 



 More Tips for Improving Readability 

• Use “metacommentary” (“metadiscourse”) 

• Use transitions 



     
     

  

 

  

 

     

  

Metacommentary 
• “beyond/transcending commentary” 

• Telling an audience how to interpret what you have
already said or are about to say. Are you… 
– Elaborating on a previous idea? 

– Moving from general to specific? 

– Indicating the relative importance of a claim? 

– Finally arriving at your main point? 

• Provides the reader with “guide posts” for navigating
through the writing 

Adapted from They Say, I Say by Graff & Birkenstein 



    

WARD OFF POTENTIAL MISUNDERSTANDINGS 

This move differentiates your view from ones it might be mis
taken for. 

• Essentially, I am arguing that _ 

• My point is not that we should -·• but that we should 

• What really means is 

TO ALERT READERS TO AN ELABORATION OF A PREVIOUS IDEA 

This move says to readers: "In case you didn't get it the first 
time, I'll try saying the same thing in a different way." 

• In other words, 

• To put ii another way, 

TO PROVIDE READERS WITH A ROADMAP TO YOUR TEXT 

This move orients readers, giving them advance notice about 
where you are going and making it easier for them to process 
and follow your text. 

• Chapter 2 explores . , while Chapter ) examines 

• Having just argued that , let us now turn our attention 
10 - ··· --- - · 

'fO MOVE FROM A GENERAL CLAIM TO A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE 

This move signals that you are not just generalizing, that here's 
a concrete example that illustrates what you're saying. 

• For example, 

� , for ins1ance, demonstrates 

• Consider ___ _ , for example. 

• To take a case in point, - -- · 

TO INDICATE THAT A CLAIM IS ESPECIALLY I MPO RTANT, 

·OR LESS IMPORTANT 

This move shows that what you are about to say is either more 
or less important than what you just said. 

• Even more important, ··- - - -

• But above all, __ _ _ 

• Incidentally, -- · · -· · 

• By the way, __ _ 

TO HELP YOU ANTICIPATE AND RESPOND TO OljECTION 

This move helps you imagine and respond to other viewpoints. 

• Although some readers may obj<!ct that _ __ , I would answer 
that - ~-

TO GUIDE IIEAOERS TO YOUR MOST GENERAL POINT 

This move shows that you are wrapping things up and tying up 
various subpoints previously made. 

• In sum, then, __ _ _ 

• My conclusion, then, is that _ __ _ 

• In short, __ _ _ 

They Say, I Say by Graff & Birkenstein 



 
 

 

   

 
   

   
  

  

Techniques for Good Transitions 
(from They Say/I Say) 

• Use transition words 

• Use pointing words 
– Point/refer back to a concept in the previous sentence 

• Repeat key terms and phrases 
– Develop a constellation of key terms and phrases, 

including their synonyms and antonyms, that you 
repeat throughout your text 

Adapted from They Say, I Say by Graff & Birkenstein 



  

the cascaded sample capacitors , helps to make the mo nolithic
high -pass filter more robust. The limitation of this arch itecture
is the finite po larization headroo m, which will be disc ussed in
mor~ rfotai I 1:it~r. 

B. Micropower Chopper-Stabilized Amplifier 

The des ign of the chopper amp lifier target s low -no ise and
low-supply operat ion along with current -s teer ing demod ulatio n
Choppi ng signa l cmi-ents is achieved by mod i in a folded -cas
code am lifie Thi, imple mentatio n require . few mod ificatio ns

to the bnsic desi 0 n and high '.power e,a mple, of c h, 1~cas
code ar, h1tec!JE_, ..llere preHoush studied rn [211 I o era
·onal a m liti"1\W: I 

T ht: ..::lassical architccturt: requircJonlY f\\ f} additirnwl "f'tJo
10S ' " itc hes to cho ppcr.,aabili.lc .Jb.c.amµJ.i/icrif he architec

ture is shown in Fig . 9; the bias network s are not shown to sim
plify the d iagra m. The first switch set is placed at the sources of
the bias transistors M 12/M 13, which demodula tes the desired ac
signal as we ll as upmodu lati ng the front-end offsets . The second
switch set is e mbedded wit hin the se lf-biased cascode mirror to
up-moduJate the e rrors from M8/M9

Mj2LM 
. The source degeneratio n

of M6/M7 and bias network 13~~ttenuate s theii;_offset
and excess._input ,,refe rred .. noise With this ,wi tch architc, ture
the outptll of the transco nductan,e ,tage i, a l baseba nd. which
allows for the integrato r to both co mµ;;nsa

---------
tc..the.fecdbad.Joop 

 and Ii ' · du lated off,ets and noise. 
A1 add itio

b
n

e 
a ad,a ntage of the folded -casco de amp lifieristhat 

currc_nl:---:an belte-r artitioncd t<? .!.!!.!£rove-noi:-.e-.. rformance
Inili 1s oes1gn, we alloca teo".300 nAio flow tliro ugh eac li input
pair, 50 nA to flow through eac h leg of the folded cascade , 50 nA
for the outp ut stage , and 50 nA for bias generation and d istribu
tion. To suppress the no ise contrib ution from M3 and M4 at the
chopper freque ncy, they were sca led to be rela tive ly large, and

C. Amplifier Front-End Biasing 

The biasing des ign of the summ ing node VA at the inp ut of the 
chopper am plifier is a balance betwee n noise and settli ng con 

s ideratio ns . Alt hough the s igna l character istics are purely ac at 
this node, the amp lifier must have the properdc biasing to en sure 

 the approp riate a mplification...and de.modulatio n...of the.sig na ls. 
In pan icula r. the de bias netwo rk ·s impeda nce mLhl be suffi 

 cien tly large to minimi 1.e noi,e . while ,till being small e nough 
to keep the input held at the bias in the prescncc ..of.t~cpicaLJcak 
ages and ..::ommon-modc e-11urbatwns. 

o balanc these --1forman.:c con:-.trnint the 1npm stage-\\ as 
biase d with "long -1-Ef," ( IJ:j L-.<::.< L).t 1~'llhistor s..t0-a ·aluc..o ·  
i:oughl ) 1.5-G!,t.[9.].-'As iJlustrated in Fig . 10, a bias curren t was . 
passed through a refe re nce FETM l , biased in subthre shold. The 
ga te voltage was the n mirrored to a long -length FET M2. As 
suming symme tric dr if t currents , the net small -signa l impedance -J 
of M2 to the reference voltage is mode led as 

Wl L2 hT 
~ ~"" -- • -- --- (Ll 1,vz • 4) 

fi.qfl,ia s 


where 1> is the subthre shold slope factor of approxi mately 0.7 . 
This model de monstrates that syn thesizi ng a resis tor of the order 

 
of 7 .5 Gf! is feas ible using on-chip FETs biased with 5 nA of 

 
curre nt. Unlike diode biasing with nonlinear settling time con 

 
stants , this approach settles out wi th a defined rime co nstant of 

 
R""l * Ci.n. or roug hly 125 ms in oLu-impleme ntation . 

 
The no ise for the bias circ uit is modeled by shot noise in the 

s 
eq uilibrium dr if t c u,,-ents thro ugh M2. This model predicts the 

. 
eq uivalen t noise c u,,-ent as 

 

1:. 2
= 4kT . [A] (5) 

" ~ Hz 

that , when referred back to the inp ut thro ugh the input capacitors 
-. 

impedance at the c hop frequency , yie lds a net noise 
 
 

 V fiEi_ ( Fi;; · 1 ) [V] (6) 
c,., = 21TC;,,Fc1,<>:1> • Hz 

 
 of rough ly 25 nV/nH z. 
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Denison et al., JSSC 2007 



  

  

-
For each specific mental task performed, different pre-

processing techniques are used. Therefore, a prior knowledge 
of the physiology of the task influences the classificatio n. 
Even studying the physiological effects of a mental task in a 
general population, isolated individuals deviate from the 
average characteristics [5). Then, it would be necessary an 
individual physiological study in order to maximize the 
performance of the classifie r. In such context, this paper 
presents a method to standardize the selection of electrodes 
and frequency features , in order to automatically adapt the 
BCI to motor or non-motor mental tasks. 

In [6], authors used the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence 
as a distance metric to improve the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) 
classifier and to improve the kernel of the Suppo11 Vector 
Machines (SYMs), which were applied to mental tasks 
classification. However, this work uses the K-L divergence in 
tfie usual way, as a measure of c hscrimmatton between 
probability distributions that are given by the histograms of 
each frequency component of each EEG channel. 

Negative Example – No transitions between paragraphs 

Benevides et al., ISCAS 2011 



  

 

-
For each specific mental task performed, different pre-

processing techniques are used. Therefore, a prior knowledge 
of the physiology of the task influences the classificatio n. 
Even studying the physiological effects of a mental task in a 
general population, isolated individuals deviate from the 
average characteristics [5). Then, it would be necessary an 
individual physiological study in order to maximize the 
performance of the classifie r. In such context, this paper 
presents a method to standardize the selection of electrodes 
and frequency features , in order to automatically adapt the 
BCI to motor or non-motorlmental tasks.I 

In [6 ], authors used the Kullback-Leibler 
as a distance metric to improve the k-nearest neighbor (k
classifier and to improve the kernel of the Suppo11 Vector 
Machines (SYMs), which were applied to mental tasks 
classification. However, this work uses the K-L divergence in 
tfie usual way, as a measure of c hscrimmatton between 
probability distributions that are given by the histograms of 
each frequency component of each EEG channel. 

Negative Example – Improved 

Pointing Words 

The authors of [6]  attempted 
to  improve  the c lassification 
accuracy of I these  mental  tasks I 
by using the  Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence as  a  distance 
metric  in  the k -nearest  
neighbor (k-NN) classifier. 
However,  …. 

Benevides et al., ISCAS 2011 



 

T o add or show se quence: again, also, and, and then, besides, equally important, finally, first, 
further, furrhe rmore, in additio n, in the first place, last, mo reover, next, seco nd, still, too 

T o co mp are: also, in the same way, likewise, similarly 

T o co ntr as t : although, and yet, but, but at the same rime, despite, even so, even though, for all that, 
howeve r, in contrast, in spite of, nevertheless, notwithsta nding, on the contrary, on the other hand, 
regarclless, still, though, yet 

T o give exam ples or in tensify: afte r all, an illustration of, even, for example, for instance, indeed, 
in fact, it is tme, of course, specifically, that is, to illustrate, truly 

T o indicate p lace : above, adjacent to, below, elsewhere, farthe r on, here, near, nearby, on the 
othe r side, opposite to, there, to the east, to the left 

T o indicate time: after a while, afterward, as lo ng as, as soon as, at last, at length, at that rime, 
before, earlier, formerly, immediately, in the meantime, in the past, lately, later, meanwhile, now, 
presently, shortly, simulta neously, since, so far, soon, subsequently, then, thereafter, until, until now, 
when 

T o rep eat , summ arize , o r concl ud e : all in all, altoge ther, in brief, in conclusion, in othe r words, 
in partic ular, in short, in simp ler terms, in summary, on the whole, that is, to put it differently, to 
summanze 

T o show cause and effec t : accordi ngly, as a result, because, conseque ntly, for this purpose, hence, 
othe rwise, since, then, therefore, thereupon, thus, to this end, with this object in mind 

Transitional Expressions 

Taken from: 
http://composition.la.psu.edu/resources/graduate-writing-center/handouts-1/Coherence%20in%20Academic%20Writin%20Fall%202010.pdf 

http://composition.la.psu.edu/resources/graduate-writing-center/handouts-1/Coherence%20in%20Academic%20Writin%20Fall%202010.pdf


Common Grammatical Problems 



   

  
  

Voice 

Active voice: 
We developed [a new method] for the

unsupervised classification of action 
potentials. 

Passive voice:  
[A new method] for the unsupervised 

classification of action potentials was 
developed (by us). 



     

   
   

     
    

Active Voice vs. Passive Voice 

• Active voice is usually more direct, resulting in 
shorter, easier-to-read sentences 

• Active voice is usually more precise 
• Passive voice can be more boring to read 
BUT…. 
• There are no set rules for which voice to use 
• A good rule of thumb is to use active voice 

whenever possible 



 

  
  

     
  

  
    

  
  

   

When to Avoid Passive Voice 

• When it confuses the meaning because the
“doer” is important (e.g. in introductory sections) 
– “A new method was developed….” (By whom? By you,

in this paper? By someone else, in the past?) 

• When it makes the sentence unnecessarily 
longer, wordier, and more difficult to read 
– “When the chip was tested by the authors, it was 

discovered that there was a short to ground.” (18w) 
vs. 

– “We discovered a short to ground during chip testing.”
(9w) 



     

    

   

    
    

    

When Passive Voice is Preferable 

• When the object is more important than the 
doer 
– “Protein A is phosphorylated in pancreatic cancer 

cells.” 

• When the doer is implied (e.g. in a Methods 
section) 
– “Simulated signals were constructed….Noise was 

added….The amplitudes were normalized to 
1….Finally, the data was downsampled to 24 kHz.” 



 

     
   

   
   

    

Active Voice ≠ First Person 

• A power savings of 20% was achieved 
compared to the current state of the art. 

• We achieved a power savings of 20% 
compared to the current state of the art. 

• This device consumes 20% less power than 
the current state of the art. 



   
   

   

Verb Tenses 

• Past tense: work that has already been 
completed (including the work that you are 
presenting in your current paper) 

• Present tense: “truths” 

• Future tense: paper road map; future work 



    
   

 
  

   
  

 

   

Verb Tenses 

• Past tense: Work that has already been 
completed (including the work that you are 
presenting in the current paper) 
– “Wireless neural recording systems from the 

1990s were built from discrete modules [7]….” 
– “We built an off-chip class E amplifier….” 
– “The integrated circuits were fabricated in a 

commercial 0.5-µm 3M2P CMOS process.” 

Example sentences from: Harrison et al., JSSC 2007 



  
  

 
    

   
   
   

  

   

Verb Tenses 

• Present tense: “truths” 
– “Neurons communicate with one another using

stereotyped voltage pulses known as action potentials
or spikes.” 

– “A finite state machine (FSM) on the chip implements
a robust algorithm for recovering this binary
command data in the presence of glitches. The FSM
first waits for a low-to-high transition. When this 
occurs, a timer starts counting. When the timer 
reaches a specified time, the binary data stream is 
sampled.” 

Example sentences from: Harrison et al., JSSC 2007 



   

   
   

    
   

 
      

 

   

Verb Tenses 

• Future tense: 
– Paper road map 

• “In this paper we will describe the development of a mixed-
signal integrated circuit….” 

– Future work 
• “This chip will directly connect to all 100 electrodes, amplify 

the neural signals from each electrode, digitize spikes and a 
selected waveform, and transmit the information over an RF 
link. Power will be delivered to a 5-mm coil mounted on the 
back of the chip using an inductive link. The entire device 
will be coated in parylene and silicon carbide to protect it
from internal body fluids.” 

Example sentences from: Harrison et al., JSSC 2007 



 

  

For More Help… 

• Visit the Graduate Writing Center! 
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